
The Thinking Toolbox 
Section 2 Lessons 19-20.   
 
L. 19 Possibility Fallacy.    Evaluating CLAIMS.   
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
It is possible... ...But is it probable? 
* evidence A * evidence/counter evidence #1 
* evidence B * evidence/counter evidence #2 
....etc. ...etc. 
  

 
 Impossible  = excluded or disproven evidence for "able-ness" of a claim 
 Possible =  evidence for "able-ness" not excluded or disproven; a  
    chance lies open for the claim to be true 
 
 Improbable = possible, BUT highly unlikely (statistically) due to a heavy  
    weight of evidence against the claim (but not   
    disproving it) 
 Probable = possible AND evidence is statistically likely due to a heavy  
    weight of evidence for  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 The exercises for this lesson are fun!    

Possibility Fallacy - confusing something that is possible with something 
   that is probable.   
 possibile/posse = "able" 
 probabilis/probare = "to test, demonstrate" 

The Claim 
Belief here = a Challenge 

Impossible 
Belief here = lunacy 

Possible 
Belief here = Valid for Discussion 

Improbable 
Belief here = 

"Wishing" 

Probable 
Belief here = 
Reasonable 
Discussion 



 In writing, evaluate your claims (thesis)  to ensure all your claims are valid 
 and reasonable.   
 
 
 
 
     

The claim may or may not be true, 
but the person making it expects it to be taken as true or valid. 

 
   true = verifiably accurate 
   valid = possible (see "Possible" in flow chart) 
 

All claims must be supported! 
  
 Remember, that "supporting details" answer these questions:   
  * "What do you mean by that?"  (explanation, quote, procedure) 
  * "What does that look like in actuality?"   (description, anecdote) 
  * "Where did you get that information?"  or "Who says?" (authority, data) 
  * "But what about this other evidence?" (counterargument awareness) 
  
L. 20 Circumstantial Evidence 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  circum = "around" 
  stare  = "to stand" (position) 
 
 
 
  
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A claim is a statement that one makes as if it were true. 

Circumstantial Evidence = evidence that does not come directly from an 
 eyewitness or participant, and which requires some reasoning to 
 figure out its meaning 

There are 3 
ends from 
where John is 
standing 

There are 
4 ends 
from 
where 
Ben is 
standing 

This looks like an optical 
illusion from above. 

Who put the rods there? 



 Rule #1 for "CE":  CE	can ✔ a	witness	story	by	rendering	it	"possible"	or		 	
	 	 	 	 "probable".			(validate)	
	 Rule #2 for "CE":  CE	can ✘ a	witness	story	by	rendering	it	"impossible"	or		
	 	 	 	 "improbable".			(invalidate)	
	
	 As	we	see	from	the	example,	CE	is	subject	to	interpretation!		There	may	be	more		
	 than	one	way	to	"see"	the	evidence	presented.		
	
	 Can	we	actually	"use"	circumstantial	evidence	to	support	a	claim?		Yes,	if	you	use	it	
	 carefully	and	honestly	and	openly	state	the	limitations.		
	
	
Lesson 21  Puzzling Developments.   
 
 New evidence can change the validity of a claim.   
 
  --->  It can DISPROVE a claim. 
  --->  It can VERIFY a claim. 
  --->  It can render the claim MORE likely (probability) 
  --->  It can render the claim LESS likely (improbability) 
 
 When writing, ensure that you think 360 degrees around a claim!  Could 
 there be an impossibility or improbability?  Or, if you are writing in the 
 negative, could there actually be a possibility or probability that you have 
 overlooked?   
 
 WISDOM:  Suspend 100% believe (dogma) by not arguing matters which  
   are more likely to be open to change as though they are  
   fact.  Instead, give evidences for AND against and "weigh"  
   the evidence according to what is more likely.  
 
 Occam's Razor:  William of Ockham (c. 1287-1347), English Franciscan friar, 

 philosopher and theologian (a Catholic priest, a "lover of 
wisdom" and a "studier of the doctrines of God"), stated what 
is more properly called "the law of parsimony" (parsimony = 
frugal, "spare"), or "the law of economy" (same).   
 

"Entities should not be multiplied without necessity." 
 
 In other words,  
  when there are many competing scientific hypotheses  

     that make the same prediction,  
    one cannot proceed to any kind of action or decision  
     unless one chooses the option  
     that has the fewest assumptions.  



 
   (assume = "to take towards", or to make a claim without knowing its truth value).   
 
 We call this "using a model"; the least "shakey" one.   
 
 When we didn't know what an atom looked like, scientists used the facts 
 surrounding the function and behavior of the atom and drew up a model 
 of what it may look like.  They knew the model could one day be 
 disproven when better equipment may reveal its actual appearance.  But 
 the model worked to help scientists  explain the behaviors and properties 
 of the atom so that experiments could be carried out based on the 
 validity of the model.   
 
 
 Note the improvements 
 on the model as new  
 information was obtained! 
 
 Still, experiments continued 
 through the changes.   
 
 Simply put, simpler theories are preferable to more complex ones 
 because they are more testable.  
 
 Therefore!  When definitive proof is not available and there are too many 
 possible explanations  available, choose the simplest yet most reliable 
 option and move forward with an honest disclaimer of the limitations of 
 the results.   
 
  
 All things being equal,  
 when faced with two or more 
 alternative explanations  
 for the same set of evidence, 
 the explanation with  
 the fewest assumptions is the   
 best one to use.   
 
 Occam's Razor does NOT say that "the simplest" is the right one!   
 #1.  The evidence must be the same in each explanation 
 #2.  The one chosen has to have the fewest assumptions (the least likely to be problematic) 
 #3.  The one chosen Is not the "right" one, but the best explanation to use to carry on the   
  experiment or argument. In the case one needs to use Occam's Razor, it has already been 
  established that no conclusion can yet be made as far as what is "right".   
 
 


